FACE 2 FACE
politics of forgetting
collapsed by politics
URBAN EQUITY THROUGH MOBILITY
DElhi
What have you been upto?
JOB ACCESSIBILITY?
20 - 50 KM

CAR DEPENDENCY
GLOBAL CITY?
नहीं = NO
compact form
diversity
connectivity
ecological awareness
good governance
social inclusion
good design
22 MILLION DELHITES

FACE 2 FACE
METHOD OF PAYMENT

KIRANA SHOP

MOBILE - SMS

INTERNET

ON-DEMAND DELHI TRANSPORT
FOR YOU, BY YOU

CARD NUMBER

NAME

DATE OF BIRTH DD MM YYYY

GENDER M/F UNSPECIFIED
A EXAMPLE ROUTE IN THE LIFE OF A RESIDENT

1. walking through the stall route
2. dropping your child to the school
3. catching a bus near your home at the stop you demanded
4. get down at the demanded stop in the district nearest to your home
5. travelling on city speed route to and back from work
6. shop at the gate to walk around
7. demanding dynamic walkway
8. pick your child from the playground on the stall route
9. socialize before leaving home
1. Travelling on city speed route back from work in a bus.
2. Crossing the community gate near your neighbourhood.
3. Get down at the demanded stop in the district nearest to your home.
4. Buy grocery at the neighbourhood's platform.
5. Use the toilet in the demand system.
6. Either relax and socialize on the still street.
7. Or go directly to shopping.
TRIAL SITE 3

1. Travelling on city speed route back from work on a bus.

2. Taking the district speed route from city speed route to reach the demanded stop.

3. Walking through the street heading to the mosque, hearing the evening prayer.

4. Choosing a quieter still route to walk.

5. Walking through residential street.

shopping or stopping at dynamic plaza.